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Abstract 

 

The aim of this paper is to review the recent evolution of Additive Manufacturing 

(AM) within the medical field of preoperative surgical planning. The discussion 

begins with an overview of the different techniques, pointing out their advantages 

and disadvantages as well as an in-depth comparison of different characteristics 

of the printed parts. Then, the state-of-the-art with respect to preoperative 

surgical planning is presented. On the one hand, different surgical planning 

prototypes manufactured by several AM technologies are described.  On the 

other hand, materials used for mimicking different living tissues are explored by 

focusing on the material properties: elastic modulus, hardness, etc. As a result, 

doctors can practice before performing surgery and thereby reduce the time 

needed for the operation. The subject of patient education is also introduced. A 

thorough review of the process that is required to obtain 3D Printed surgical 

planning prototypes, which is based on different stages, is then carried out. 

Finally, the ethical issues associated with 3D printing in medicine are discussed, 

along with its future perspectives. Overall, this is important for improving the 

outcome of the surgery, since doctors will be able to visualize the affected organs 

and even to practice surgery before performing it.  
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1. Introduction 

Additive Manufacturing (AM), the industrial version of 3D printing, can be defined 

as the process of joining materials to manufacture objects from a 3D model data, 

normally layer-upon-layer (each one has a thickness of 0.001 to 0.1 inch 148), by 

means of a series of some cross-sectional slices as opposed to subtractive 

manufacturing technologies 161. There are different technologies within additive 

manufacturing 51. Some are easy-to-use “personal” 3D printing machines which 

can be used in either a home or work environment since they are both low-cost 

and simple to use. Others, however, are normally more suitable for use in 

industry. They are larger machines and also capable of meeting different user 

requirements. Consequently, although more expertise is required to operate 

them, they offer a wider variety of possible results and effects.  

There is a large range of materials that can be used in additive manufacturing: 

plastics, rubbers, ceramics, glass, metals, etc. 58. Moreover, it can be used in 

different fields such as medicine (implants, anatomical models, tissue 

engineering) or industry (working tools, personalized molds). 

AM has existed for over 30 years 10; however, its popularity with both the public 

and the experts has grown mainly in recent years. The first steps were taken 

during the early 80s with Mr. Komada who invented two different methods of 

producing 3D plastic models with photo-hardening thermoset polymer 76. He 

stated it was a patent without sense, so he did not patent it. Then, in 1984, Jean-

Claude André, Alain La Mehauté and Olivier de Witte made a device which 

produces a model of an industrial part 6. However, it was rejected due to the “lack 

of marketing perspectives”.  

Subsequently, SLA (stereolithography) was patented by Charles W. Hull 

(3DSystems) 64 in 1986. Moreover, he made another contribution by introducing 

the STL (Standard Triangle Language) format. The following year, Dr. Deckard 

developed the SLS (Selective Laser Sintering) 37, although it would not be 

marketed until 1992.  In 1989, Scott Crump, co-founder of Stratasys, patented 

the FDM (Fused Deposition Modelling) 33, which did not expire until 2009. From 

that point, this technology has also been known as FFF (Fused Filament 

Fabrication) and has grown steadily as an open source technology.   

In recent years, these AM technologies have evolved, and new ones have 

appeared. ISO/ASTM 52900 Standard 161 classifies all technologies in seven 

categories: binder jetting, direct energy deposition, material extrusion (includes 

FFF), material jetting, powder bed fusion (includes selective laser sintering), 

sheet lamination and vat photopolimerisation (includes stereolithography).  

As a result, medicine has undergone an important transformation, as this 

technology allows manufacturing high quality surgical planning prototypes that 

reproduce soft living tissues for preoperative surgical planning 149. For instance, 

it can be used to obtain liver or brain surgical planning prototypes. Therefore, it 
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is necessary to analyze the patients by carrying out a variety of different imaging 

techniques in order to build their physical model. In this way, the doctors have a 

better idea of what to expect and can improve their procedure. There are also 

savings in both cost and time, and it helps to achieve improvements in the 

processes 68.  

Therefore, this review aims to discuss the state-of-the-art with preoperative 

surgical planning. Firstly, there is an overview of the current 3D printing 

technologies used in medicine as well as an in-depth comparison of important 

aspects of the printing technologies is presented. This is followed by a description 

of the research done for preoperative surgical planning and patient education. 

Then, the process of 3D printing in preoperative surgical planning, with its 

different stages, is thoroughly explained. And last but not least, the ethical issues 

are discussed, as well as future prospects.   

 

2. Current 3D Printing Technologies in Medicine 

 

Surgical planning is an important but not the only application that AM can be used 

in medicine 3. For example, cell bioprinting 104, metallic internal implants 70, 

scaffolds 22,112 etc. There is a wide range of applications, each one using different 

AM technologies.  

 

Within the medical field, the major 3D printing methods are the following 99,126: 

 

- Material extrusion with polymeric filaments: Fused Filament Fabrication 

(FFF) and pastes (commonly ceramics) by robocasting or Direct Ink 

Writing (DIW). 

- Material jetting: Laser-Assisted Bioprinting (LAB), inkjet, jetted 

photopolymer. 

- Powder Bed Fusion (PBF): using polymers and metals, the latter using 

laser or electron beam as the energy source to melt them. 

- Vat photo polymerisation: using upward or downward platforms and laser 

or other UV light emitting systems (Digital Light Processing -DLP-, Liquid 

Crystal Display -LCD-…) to photo activate and thus solidify the resin. 

 

It is also worth highlighting that, depending on the possibility of printing cells in 

the structure, two different categories can stand out (Figure 1) depending on their 

main applications.  
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In these techniques, there are some important parameters to be taken into 

consideration: cell viability and density, resolution, fabrication speed, accuracy, 

cost, processing mode, viscosity, hardness and ultimate strength.  

 

Regarding surgical planning, the main techniques used for the manufacturing of 

the surgical planning prototypes are: (1) material extrusion by FFF and DIW 

(Direct Ink Writing); (2) PBF for plastic parts; (3) SLA; and (4) material jetting.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1. Diagram of the different AM technologies in medicine. 
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2.1. 3D Printing Techniques That Use Cells 

2.1.1. Material Extrusion by Robocasting/Direct Ink Writing (DIW) and FFF 

 

Materials extrusion by Robocasting or DIW is a 3D printing technique in which 3D 

structures are built by forcing material and/or cells through a nozzle onto layer-

upon-layer stages 32 with a continuous deposition 75. The dispensing can be done 

in three ways (Figure 2):  

 

1) Pneumatic dispensing is based on the air pressure providing the driving 

force.  

2) Piston dispensing is a vertical displacement.  

3) Screw dispensing is based on a rotation.  

The advantages and disadvantages of material extrusion stated in Table 1.  

Table 1. Advantages and disadvantages of material extrusion by robocasting 35,99,108. 

Advantages Disadvantages 

Simple Expensive and low accuracy  

Wide range of materials  Supports are required  

Multiple compositions of materials  Shear stress on nozzle tip wall  

Good mechanical properties Sintering is required in some cases 

 

At the moment, the extruded materials are deposited in two ways: (1) moving the 

nozzle above the stage; or (2) moving the stage underneath the nozzle 

Furthermore, Fused Filament Fabrication (FFF) can be highlighted in material 

extrusion, as a process that uses a continuous filament of a thermoplastic 

material such as PolyLactic Acid (PLA).  
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Figure 2. Material extrusion by robocasting. 
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2.1.2. Materials Jetting by Inkjet Printing 

 

Inkjet printing is a non-contact reprographic technique in the substrate is 

manufactured using ink drops 95. This is the largest and most common inkjet 

printing method known as drop-on-demand (DOD). There are also two other 

groups: continuous-inkjet printing and electro-hydrodynamic jet printing.  

 

In drop-on-demand printing, two types of heads can be used to eject drops of 

liquid onto the substrate (Figure 3). Thermal heads use heating forces 34 which 

raise the temperature (Table 2). On the other hand, piezoelectric heads use 

acoustic forces 152 to change the material shape (Table 3).  

Table 2. Advantages and disadvantages of thermal inkjet printing 93. 

Advantages Disadvantages 

High availability Low droplet directionality 

High printing speed Non-uniform droplet size 

Low cost of parts fabrication  
 

Table 3. Advantages and disadvantages of piezoelectric inkjet printing 93. 

Advantages Disadvantages 

Uniform droplet size Nozzle clogging 

Uniform ejection directionality  
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Figure 3. Material jetting by inkjet printing process. 
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2.1.3. Material Jetting by Laser-Assisted Bioprinting (LAB) 

 

This method is based on the Laser-Induced Forward Transfer (LIFT) introduced 

by Bohandy et al. 20. It is a non-contact direct-write technique which enables the 

deposition of small volumes of materials 60. It has been extensively used as a 

method of additive micropatterning materials like metals 12, but here it is applied 

to settle bioinks (Figure 4).  

 

 

 

The process is as follows 137: the laser beam is focused perpendicularly onto the 

thin film, called donor, which is locally heated. Then, a small high pressure 

generated vapor bubble forces the bioink onto the substrate, known as the 

receiver. LAB also has its advantages and disadvantages, as seen in Table 4.  

 
Table 4. Advantages and disadvantages of laser-assisted bioprinting 99. 

Advantages Disadvantages 

High resolution Low printing speed 

Compatible with a wide range of viscosities High cost 

High accuracy  
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Figure 4. Laser-assisted bioprinting (LAB) process. 
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2.2. 3D Printing Techniques That Do Not Use Cells 

2.2.1. Vat Photopolymerization by Stereolithography (SLA) 

 

Vat photopolymerization by stereolithography  (SLA) is an additive manufacturing 

method that uses a laser technology which is based on the spatially controlled 

solidification of a liquid resin by photopolymerization 45.  

At the beginning of the process, a thin layer of the material above the movable 

platform (moving vertically) is exposed to a UV laser. This hardens it to form the 

first layer of the 3D printed object. At the moment the UV laser traces the section, 

it instantly bonds to the one beneath it. This process is carried out repeatedly until 

the piece is completed. Finally, the platform is raised in order to expose the final 

product, which must then be post-cured (Figure 5).  

The advantages and disadvantages of SLA can be seen in Table 5.  

Table 5. Advantages and disadvantages of stereolithography 29,32,45,63,74. 

Advantages Disadvantages 

Speed, pieces can be manufactured 
within hours or a day  

Expensive technology: SLA machine 
can cost 250.000$  

Optimal mechanical features, so 
they can resist machining  

Photopolymers are sticky, messy and 
need to be handled carefully  

Good surface finish Printed parts need to be cured  

Complex geometries  Supports are required 
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Figure 5. Stereolithography process (downward platform). 
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2.2.2. Powder Bed Fusion for Plastic Parts 

 

Powder Bed Fusion (PBF) is a rapid prototyping technique which uses a heat 

source to create 3D objects layer-by-layer from powdered materials. In the case 

of Selective Laser Sintering (SLS), the heat to melt thermoplastics is generated 

by a CO2 laser 59. 

The details of the most common process, SLS related to PBF, are as follows 59: 

the machine begins with the production of the first layer onto the powder bed with 

the delivery by roller of a very thin layer of a heat-fusible powder. Then, a heat-

generating CO2 laser beam scans across this layer, drawing the cross-section on 

the material. After that, the platform is slightly lowered and another thin layer of 

powder is deposited. This process is repeated continuously, layer-by-layer, until 

the desired object is completed (Figure 6). 

The advantages and disadvantages of PBF for plastics can be seen in Table 6.  

Table 6. Advantages and disadvantages of powder bed fusion for plastic parts 11,47,59,90. 

Advantages Disadvantages 

Shorten design-manufacturing cycle Porous surfaces 

Increase competitiveness Expensive material and equipment 

Produced objects are light-weight, 
durable and have heat and chemical 

resistance 
 

The flexibility of the material  

Supports are not required  
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Figure 6. Powder Bed Fusion for plastic parts process. 
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2.2.3. Powder Bed Fusion for Metallic Parts 

 

Powder Bed Fusion (PBF) is also used with metallic powders to form very strong 

parts, such as customized artificial knees and ankles. As an energy source, it 

uses  a scanning laser or an electron beam to melt different layers of powdered 

metals so as to produce functional metallic prototypes, parts or tools 80,84.  

The most common process is Selective Laser Melting (SLM), related to PBF in 

metallic parts, which takes place inside a closed chamber. This is filled with an 

inert gas such as N2 or Ar 54. The process starts with the deposition of a thin layer 

of powder over a substrate plate, which is then melted by the laser beam. Then, 

another thin layer of the powder is deposited onto the previous layer; the laser 

then melts and fuses the powder particles selectively, according to the CAD file. 

This process is repeated until the product is finished (Figure 6). In this case, the 

material is melted instead of sintered. 

 
The advantages and disadvantages of PBF for metallic parts can be seen in 

Table 7. 

Table 7. Advantages and disadvantages of PBF for metallic parts 54. 

Advantages Disadvantages 

Large range material Slow process 

Increased functionality High cost 

 
Powder handling can be awkward; 

security issues 

 Products might have rough surfaces 

 Needs of post-processing: polishing 
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2.3. Comparison of the 3D Printing Technologies in Medicine 

 

Before any model is 3D printed, it is necessary to take different factors into consideration. In other words, depending on the aim of 

the experiment, the material used, etc., it might be better to use one technology or another. Moreover, it is necessary to know in 

advance if the use of cells will be compulsory or not. Therefore, it is important to highlight different aspects of the AM technologies 

explained above (Table 8).   

Table 8. Comparison of the 3D printing technologies in medicine. 

Technology SLA FFF/Robocasting Inkjet LAB 
PBF 

Plastics 
PBF Metals References 

Cell viability High (>95%) Medium (40-80%) High (>85%) High (>95%) 
High 

(>85%) 
High (>85%) 23,40,79,86,114,143,151 

Cell density Medium High Low Medium High High 34,57,86,99,143156 

Resolution 
Medium-low 

(100µm) 
Medium-low 

(100µm) 
Medium (50µm) High (10µm) 

Medium 
(50µm) 

Medium-low 
(100µm) 

39,40,50,56,57,109 

Manufacturing 
speed 

Fast 
(1.5cm/h) 

Slow (10µm-
50mm/s) 

Fast (1-10000 
droplets/s) 

Medium-fast 
(100-

1600mm/s) 

Medium-
fast 

(127mm/s) 
Slow (15µm) 40,55,99,125,127 

Accuracy High Medium-low Medium High High High 32,40,102 

Cost Low Moderate Low High Moderate Moderate 19,40,54 

Processing 
mode 

UV laser 
Thermal 

Mechanical 
Chemical 

Thermal 
Mechanical 

Optical 

Heat-
generating 
CO2 laser 

beam 

Laser beam 35,40,45,86,143 

Viscosity No limitation 
High (30–6×107 

mPa*s) 
Low (<10 
mPa*s) 

Medium (1–
300 mPa*s) 

Low (0.9–
1.6 mPa*s) 

High 
(8×Pa*s) 

42,106,132 

Hardness Shore A – D  Shore A - D Shore 00 - A 10-80 Shore A Shore A - D 
200 – 750 

HV 
30,31,41,46,88,115,142,155 
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Ultimate 
Strength 

~ 100 MPa ~ 540 MPa ~ 70 MPa ~ 4 MPa ~ 400 MPa ~1200 MPa 21,27,61,73,97,105 
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3. Preoperative Surgical Planning  

 

In 2015, in the United States of America, 121,070 people required an organ 

transplant. Nonetheless, only 2,553 were performed in that year and 

approximately 22 people die daily while waiting 66. Every 15 minutes another 

person is added to the organ transplant waiting list 1. Moreover, the population is 

aging, and consequently it is very likely that considerably more organs operations 

will be needed. Therefore, it is extremely important to be prepared. Further 

development in the use of additive manufacturing techniques is necessary to 

improve the surgeons’ preoperative performance, leading to better and faster 

operations.  

The surgeons only have a short period of time during the operation to carry out 

complex technical tasks. Hence, it could be vital to know beforehand what exactly 

has to be done, for two reasons: (1) operation time would be decreased; (2) the 

risks could be reduced. However, to date doctors have not received enough 

training and methods to face this problem 26.  

It has been demonstrated in different studies that surgeons who trained with 

physical models or surgical planning prototypes, known as phantoms (simulated 

biological bodies 67), had better skills in comparison with those who did not have 

the same opportunity 118. One of the skills improved is application of the correct 

amount of force, since surgical simulation revealed that more than a 50% of errors 

are attributable to excessive force 134. In general, novice surgeons apply more 

force than they should in comparison with experienced surgeons. Considering 

the data 129, the average force applied is mainly around 0.5 N, although at specific 

moments, such as gripping tumor tissue, it might reach 1.25 N. Phantoms are 

also used for training future doctors in Medical Schools. As it is not always 

possible to practice with real human bodies, using phantoms can provide an 

excellent solution.  

Regarding preoperative surgical planning, the surgical planning prototypes are 

manufactured for two reasons: 

1. Visualization: these prototypes are manufactured in order to give the 

surgeon an idea of what to expect. In addition, these prototypes can be 

sterilized and introduced in the operation room for last-minute inquiries.  

 

2. Mimicking living tissues: these prototypes are for preoperative surgical 

planning, in other words, for preparing the surgery. For that, the materials 

need to mimic the correspondent soft living tissue as closely as possible. 

However, as most of the materials used in this case are hydrogels, there 

will not be any chance to introduce it in the operation room. 
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3.1. Visualization for Preoperative Surgical Planning  

 

The prototypes that are used just for visualization do not need to achieve a 

matching in the mechanical properties of the soft living tissue and the material. 

However, if the prototype is introduced into the operation room, it needs either to 

be sterilized or left far from the sterilized surgery area. 

Generally, surgical planning prototypes are additive manufactured using PA12 

printed by SLS; filaments extruded by FFF and silicones extruded by DIW; resin-

based polymers printed by SLA; and finally, liquid photopolymers drop printed by 

material jetting, and then cured by UV light; 

Both steam sterilization by autoclave (121ºC) and ethylene oxide are used for 

prototypes done in SLS. Also, according to Lucas et al. 78,  Steam Formaldehyde 

at 60-80ºC can also be used for prototypes manufactured by SLS. This 

sterilization technique can also be applied to material jetting 78. On the other hand, 

filaments are deformed if they are subjected to high temperature (more than 60 

ºC) and, therefore, ethylene oxide (EtO) or gamma radiation are the best options 
121,163. Then, regarding the silicones extruded by DIW, their properties change if 

they are subjected to conventional high temperatures. Therefore, EtO would be 

the most effective sterilization method 162. Finally, regarding SLA, in Robles et al. 
89 hydrostatic pressure (HHP) showed more potential to be used in SLA than 

autoclave for SLA printed materials.  

In the next lines, surgical planning prototypes examples using different 

technologies are described.  

3.1.1. PBF for Plastics Parts 

   

Powder bed fusion for plastic parts cannot manufacture multi-material pieces. In 

other words, the SLS only manufactures one material, which is normally PA12; 

but in this case, polypropylene (PP) was used. Therefore, the only way to 

distinguish the different anatomical structures is to color the parts before the 

surgery. See Figure 7. 

In another example, Kappanayil et al. 71, five patients with complex CHD 

(Congenital Heart Diseases) were chosen for a cardiac MRI assessment and the 

manufacturing of 3D prototypes of their structural heart diseases. For the first 

patient, the 3D physical model of the heart was manufactured by SLS using PP. 

This model was identical to the original anatomy of the heart. By this way, the 

prototype helped to visualize the location and size as well as the shape of VSD 

(Ventricular Septal Defect).  
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Powder bed fusion for plastic parts was also used with the molding technique. 

Molding is the additive manufacturing process by which a mold is manufactured 

by FFF using a rigid filament, normally PLA; and then a liquid (silicone or 

hydrogel) is cast inside the mold. This method was also used in 65,98,147. 

Transparent silicones must be used so that the inner parts of the surgical planning 

prototype are visible. See Figure 8. Additionally, the use of silicones has the 

advantage of being inert 49. By this way, it does not decompose and can be used 

for a long period of time. For example, after being used in the operation room, it 

can be used for educating future students of the Medical School.   

(A) (B) 

Figure 7. (A) A heart with the different blood vessels printed using the Ricoh AM S5500P (SLS technology) 
at CIM UPC 130. (B) The blood vessels and the tumor for a surgical planning prototypes 3D printed using 
the SLS technology. They were colored so as to be easier for the surgeon to distinguish the different 
anatomical structure. 

(A) (B) 

Figure 8. (A) The mold for the surgical planning prototype was manufactured using PLA as material and a 
FFF BCN3D 3D printer. (B) The surgical planning prototype which is a liver (the silicone (38 Shore A 
silicone) with the blood vessel in different colors (blue, red and purple) and the tumor in white color 
manufactured by using the Ricoh AM S5500P (SLS technology) at CIM UPC. 
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3.1.2. FFF 

 

These prototypes are low-cost, since the FFF technology is not expensive. 

However, these prototypes, manufactured by FFF using PLA filaments, are 

mainly for visualization. In addition, as can be seen, it is more difficult to 

distinguish the different anatomical structures using a mono-material prototype 

(Figure 9A) than in multi-color prototypes (Figure 9B). Therefore, it is better to 

use at least two different colors.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Another study which used PLA filaments was Anderson et al. 5. They 

manufactured a 3D printed hollow intracranial aneurysm model with rigid walls. 

Additionally, one important application of these models is their use in MRI flow 

phantoms. By his way, it is possible to stablish an imaging protocol for visualizing 

and quantifying aneurysm hemodynamics.    

ABS filaments can also be used as done in Farooqi et al. 43. In this study, 3D 

printed cardiac models were manufactured for the preoperative planning surgery 

of adults with congenital cardiac disease and heart failure.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

(A) (B) 

Figure 9. (A) The surgical planning prototype without tumor was manufactured by FFF using Filaflex®. (B) 

A BCN3D Sigma (BCN3D Technologies from Barcelona), which is an IDEX (Independent Dual Extruders) 

printer at CIM UPC. The yellow color was used for the tumor and supports and the white for the organs. 
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3.1.3. SLA 

 

Regarding SLA, in 2004 an accurate, life-sized, solid surgical planning prototype 

was manufactured using SLA in order to prepare an operation of conjoined twins 
28. They were joined at the head; therefore, it was difficult to determine the perfect 

course of action. Consequently, a surgical planning prototype was manufactured, 

making it possible to prepare the operation beforehand and acquire the 

knowledge to carry out a perfect operation.   

Another case of aneurysm was also studied, but in this case SLA was used 150,  

instead of FFF for the manufacturing of the 3D physical models. In Wurm et al. 
150 a photosensitive polymeric liquid-plastic was used as the material for the 

prototypes. However, the models were found to be very rigid. Consequently, they 

were not very helpful for clipping and dissecting exercises. In this case, unlike in 

Wurm et al. 150, a 3D heart model was manufactured by SLA and the model 

offered not only a good anatomy of the heart, but also allowed the doctors to cut 

and suture in the preoperative surgical planning 124.   

Additionally, in Figure 10, the removal of a tumor can be seen. Two models were 

manufactured by SLA, before and after the removal of the tumor. This surgery 

was carried out in the Clinic Hospital of Barcelona and the prototypes were made 

at CIM UPC. The prototypes helped the surgeons to visualize the tumor and the 

anatomical reference around it, and guided them during the operation.  

Figure 10. It is a surgical panning prototype used in an operation which aim was to remove the tumor. In the 
left side, the prototype with the tumor can be seen. In the right side, the tumor after being removed.  
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3.1.4. Material Jetting  

 

In Zein et al. 103 a 42-year-old man with cryptogenic liver cirrhosis and a 3 cm 

nodule in segment VI (according to Couinaud’s classification) needed a new liver. 

Therefore, 3D printed liver physical models from donor and the man were 

manufactured in order to ease the operation. The 3D printed surgical planning 

prototypes mimicked their corresponding native livers (95% confidence intervals 

were reported).  

As mentioned with multi-color prototypes in FFF, in Yang et al. 153 a heart model 

was manufactured using the Tango family of photopolymers with different colors 

so as to distinguish the different parts in the heart model. By this way, a better 

visualization of the heart geometry was achieved using this model.  

The idea introduced in Yang et al. 153 was also applied in Kusaka et al. 82, but in 

this case a kidney was 3D printed using Tango family of photopolymers with 

different colors.  

This technique, as opposed to the other three technologies mentioned in this 

section, can manufacture surgical planning prototypes with different textures 

(softer or harder), and hence, it is the best for mimicking the 3D physical models. 

An example of material jetting used for mimicking soft living tissues will be 

introduced in the next section.  
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3.2. Mimicking Living Tissues for Preoperative Surgical Planning  

 

Surgical planning prototypes are customized simulated biological bodies whose 

function is to mimic the organ’s properties. The characteristics (Table 9) that are 

particularly important for the surgeons are elasticity (Young’s Modulus), density 

and shore. Shore hardness is a specific hardness test, often used for soft 

materials.  Shore is the unit used for measuring the hardness, which has 12 

different scales according to ASTM D2240 testing standards 9: A, B, C, D, DO, 

E, M, O, OO, OOO, OOO-S, and R. Each scale has values between 0 and 100, 

with the higher values indicating that a material is harder. Regarding soft living 

tissues, the main scales are Shore A, Shore 00 and Shore 000 scales; being 

Shore A the hardest, and Shore 000 the softest.  

Table 9. Properties of eleven different organs of the human body 44. 

Tissue 
Elastic 

Modulus (kPa) 
Hardness (Shore) 

Density 
(kg 

cm3) 

Lung 2.85 
40 Shore OOO – 10 Shore 

OO 
394 

Liver 6.55 
52 Shore OOO – 25 Shore 

OO 
1050 

Breast 
adipose 
tissue 

9.90 
54 Shore OOO – 35 Shore 

OO 
911 

Kidney 12.66 
56 Shore OOO – 40 Shore 

OO 
1050 

Pancreas 14.40 
58 Shore OOO – 45 Shore 

OO 
1050 

Breast 
fiberglandular 

tissue 
22.50 56 Shore OO – 10 Shore A 1050 

Parotid gland 31.14 60 Shore OO – 13 Shore A 1050 

White matter 
brain 

40.80 70 Shore OO – 20 Shore A 1050 

Breast tumor 45 30 Shore O – 22 Shore A 1050 

Muscle 49.80 35 Shore O – 25 Shore A 1050 

 

These prototypes are made of different materials, which are able to mimic the 

living tissues. Many different materials have been studied: PVA (poly (vynil) 

alcohol), PHY (phytagel), PVC (polyvinyl chloride), agar-agar, gelatin, hydrogels 

or silicones 2,36,48,85,133. Hydrogels have become the most popular of these 

materials because of their biocompatibility 4, good cell adhesion, migration and 

proliferation 53, yet their mechanical properties are not the best 107. Although cell 

viability is not a necessary property in organ models for preoperative surgical 
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planning, it is known that these phantoms could also be used as scaffolds 100 for 

regenerative medicine or tissue engineering.  

As the hydrogels offer poor mechanical properties, different polymers are cross-

linked so as to achieve better mechanical properties. For instance, in Tan et al. 
133 different concentrations of PVA and PHY were used to mimic three different 

living tissues: brain, lung and liver. To do so, three mechanical measurements 

were made: true stress at 30% strain, average insertion force and average friction 

force. It was concluded that the best compositions for each organ were the 

following: (1) for the brain, 2.5%wt PVA + 1.2%wt PHY; (2) for the lung, 11%wt 

PVA; and (3) for the liver, 14%wt PVA + 2%wt PHY. The last organ mentioned 

was also studied in Jong et al. 36, by focusing on the number of freeze-thaw 

cycles. It was seen that the 4%wt PVA with two freeze-thaw cycles could replicate 

the liver tissue.  

Regarding the brain, different types of materials were used in Forte et al. 48: PVA, 

PHY, Sylgard 184 (also known as PDMS-Polydimethylsiloxane-) and Sylgard 527 

(silicone elastomer) and gelatin. The first two polymers were combined in a 1:1 

ratio so as to form a CH (composite hydrogel) with 6%wt PVA + 0.85%wt PHY. 

One mechanical test proved that only the CH was able to reproduce the brain 

tissue and the concentration of the PVA could be varied from 6% to 2.25%. A 

similar result was also obtained in Leibinger et al. 85 where a 5%wt PVA + 

0.59%wt PHY could match some of the different characteristics of the brain.   

In terms of the kidney, for example, in Adams et al. 2 different kidney models were 

created with different materials: silicone, agar, PDMS, TangoPlus® and 

TangoBlackPlus®. Different mechanical properties: shore hardness (the 

resistance of a sample to local plastic deformation obtained from indentation), 

elastic modulus (quantifies the stiffness of a sample, in other words, it states if a 

sample is elastic or not. High elastic modulus corresponds to rigid samples, while 

low values to elastic samples) and tensile strength (the maximum pulling load 

that a sample can withstand without breaking) were measured (Table 10).  

Table 10.  Material properties of the three polymers used to replicate kidney tissue in this study, as well as, 
TangoPlus®/TangoBlackPlus® (directly 3D printable elastomers) 2. 

Materials 
Kidney 
Tissue 

Silicone 
elastomer 

Agarose (4%) PDMS 
TangoPlus®

/TangoBlac
kPlus 

Shore 
hardness 

-- 20 (type 00) 60-70 (type 00) 44-54 (type A) 
28 – 28 
(type A) 

Elastic 
modulus 

(kPa) 
49 60 49 1320-2970 965-1051 

Tensile 
strength 

(MPa) 
4-9 1.1 0.3-0.5 3.51-7.65 0.8-1.5 
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Although a lot of advances have been achieved in mimicking soft living tissues, it 

is not still possible to manufacture soft surgical planning prototypes using a 3D 

printer. The hydrogels like PVA or PHY are not consistent enough after being 

printed. For example, it is not possible to achieve a high printing height or a lot of 

layers without stiffening. That is why, as has been seen before, most of the 

surgical planning prototypes using soft silicones or hydrogels are being 

manufactured by molding. Also, PVA and PHY need to undergo multiple number 

of thaw-freeze cycles 36,133. Regarding agarose, they suffer from limited lifetime, 

in other words, they lose water due to evaporation of their water.  

Nevertheless, in 2015, Lucas et al. 78 manufactured a surgical planning prototype 

by material jetting. A Connex 500 machine by Stratasys was used to make the 

physical model of a 3-year-old male with stage 4 MYCN amplified, high-risk, 

neuroblastoma (NB). See Figure 11. The bones, vessels and other parts were 

built using a white rigid opaque epoxy photopolymer. A different, soft and 

translucent material was used for the tumor.  

The other two cases in the study of Lucas et al. 78 were: (1) a 5‐year‐old male 

with a stage 4 MYCN amplified, high‐risk, NB; and (2) a 11‐year‐ old male with a 

primary mediastinal synovial sarcoma (SS). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Continuing with material jetting, PolyJet® 3D printing technology of Stratasys is 

the most versatile 3D printing systems for manufacturing surgical planning 

prototypes for two reasons: (1) multi-color and (2) multi-material. As it was 

Figure 11. (A) 3D-printed prototype of a 3-year-old male with stage 4 MYCN amplified, high-risk, 
neuroblastoma Tumor is represented in a semitransparent, ‘‘operable’’ consistency. (B) The tumor and 
surgical planning prototype tumor have the same size. 

(A) (B) 
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investigated in Zein et al. 110, a surgical planning prototype for the preoperative 

planning was manufactured for preparing a liver transplant. 

Although a lot of research has been carried out in this field, further in-depth 

analysis of other living tissues such as lungs, pancreas, etc., is necessary. 

Consequently, a complete table with many different parameters would be 

available and it would only be necessary to check which material best matches 

the desired organ.  

3.3. Patient Education 

 

Another important aspect in the preoperative planning surgery is the use of 

prototypes as a tool for patient education 16, because they can be useful in order 

to improve the interaction between the doctors and patients. Previously, during 

the last years, the patients were shown different DICOM images. Now, with use 

of 3D physical models not only patients, but also their families, can know the 

nature of their illness better. Additionally, it will be easier for them to ask questions 

if they see a surgical planning prototype 14.  

This can be an important tool for communication with families, especially parents. 

Using these prototypes parents can understand what their children are suffering 

and see how the operation is going to proceed; they can discuss the operation 

with the surgeons 17.  

For instance, in Biglino et al. 18 20 adolescent patients with an age range 15-18 

years were assessed about the surgical planning prototypes manufactured for 

their cardiac models. In general, there was an improvement in confidence, 

knowledge, narrative and patient experience was improved in comparison with 

the lack of a 3D physical model.  

Another example is that in Bernhard et al. 16, where seven patients with a kidney 

tumor underwent a four-phase multi-detector computerized tomography (MDCT) 

scanning from which life-sized surgical planning prototypes were printed. As a 

result, they acquired a basic knowledge about the kidney’s physiology and tumor 

characteristics, as well as the surgical procedure.  

The use of 3D printed prototypes for patient education has some limitations. For 

example, in general, manufacturing 3D physical models is expensive 25. Although 

in some studies like in Watson 144, it was showed that the patient education can 

be low-cost as the surgical planning prototypes that were manufactured had a 

cost of less than $ 100 per model. Another limitation is the mimicking 

characteristic. Nowadays, it is not possible to achieve a perfect matching between 

the materials and soft living tissues. Additionally, the best materials that can 

mimic soft living tissues (PVA, PHY, agarose) are mainly used by molding. 
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Additionally, the design process is large, it takes a lot of time to manufacture a 

model 81. Despite all these limitations, this field is starting to grow. 
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4. Process to obtain 3D Printed Surgical Planning Prototypes 

 

The process of 3D printing in medicine can vary depending on the aim of the application since some steps of this process may not be 

taken into account. Table 11 shows the steps to be carried out for each aim and AM technology (Table 11). The process of 3D printing 

explained below will be focused in surgical planning prototypes.   

Table 11. Process for 3D printing in medicine of each technology and application. 

AM 
Technologies 
in Medicine 

Aim Technology 

Pre-processing Processing Post-Processing (Application) 

Medical 
Imaging 

Design 
Approach 

Material 
Selection 

Cell 
Selection 

Printing Surgical 
Planning 

Prototypes 

Tissue 
Engineering 

Implants 
Bioink 

No 
Bioink 

Use of Cells 

3D Printing 
Cells 

InkJet ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔   ✔  

LAB ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔   ✔  

Robocasting/DIW ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔   ✔  

Scaffolds 
for 

Seeding 
Cells 

Robocasting/DIW ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔  ✔  ✔ ✔ 

FFF ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔  ✔  ✔ ✔ 

Vat photo 
polymerization 

✔ ✔ ✔ ✔  ✔  ✔ ✔ 

No Use of 
Cells 

Models for 
Surgical 
Planning 

FFF ✔ ✔ ✔   ✔ ✔   

PBF Plastics ✔ ✔ ✔   ✔ ✔   

SLA ✔ ✔ ✔   ✔ ✔   

Material Jetting ✔ ✔ ✔   ✔ ✔   
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External 
Parts 

PBF Plastics ✔ ✔ ✔   ✔   ✔ 

Surgical 
Guides 

PBF Plastics ✔ ✔ ✔   ✔   ✔ 

Internal 
Parts 

PBF Plastics ✔ ✔ ✔   ✔   ✔ 

PBF Metals ✔ ✔ ✔   ✔   ✔ 
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4.1. Pre-processing 

 

Surgical planning prototypes need pre-processing before they are manufactured. 

This pre-processing includes the obtaining of medical images using CT 

(computer tomography) and MRI (magnetic resonance imaging), in DICOM 

(Digital Imaging and Communications in Medicine) format. These images are 

then segmented.  

4.1.1. Medical Imaging 

The first step is to provide information about the architecture, composition and 

organization of the corresponding tissue. Hence, medical imaging technology 

employs the most non-invasive imaging techniques such as CT (computer 

tomography) and MRI (magnetic resonance imaging), as they easily identify the 

different living tissues. 

CT imaging is the method for obtaining multiple 2D X-ray images of the organ , 

which are then processed by computer so as to produce an image 141. The 

amount of X-rays absorbed by each tissue depends on the physical density 

(g/cm3) or chemical composition (atomic number). In other words, the differences 

in absorption between bone, fat, air and water produce high contrast images of 

anatomical structures 145 (Table 12).  

Table 12. Physical characteristic of contrast-producing materials 128. 

Material Effective Atomic Number 
(Z) 

Density (g/cm3) 

Water 7.42 1 

Muscle 7.46 1 

Fat 5.92 0.91 

Air 7.64 0.00129 

Calcium 20 1.55 

Iodine 53 4.94 

Barium 56 3.5 

 

The maximum resolution is limited by what could be achieved at the start, with 

the acquisition of the images. It can be faced as it was presented in Arai et al. 7: 

the development of a computerized tomography device for dental use which 

generates images based on voxels of 136 μm edge with a resolution of 398 

elements per mm2. Also, it was stated in Winder et al. 146 that the limit in the 

resolution is due to the image capture technology, not the rapid prototyping 

technology. 

Fast evaluation 83 is one of the most important advantages, since patients are 

treated as quickly as possible and hospitalization time is also reduced. This has 
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a great impact on the cost savings. Also, it provides information about the 

components position 101. However, the main drawbacks are radiation and an 

intravenous injection of iodine-containing contrast 24, which becomes 

nephrotoxic. In addition, it is limited to examining the soft tissues 113.  

On the other hand, MRI uses nuclear magnetic resonance, a strong magnetic 

field that causes a very small fraction of the nuclei in targeted tissues of interest 

to align themselves with the magnetic field 113. This technique increases the 

contrast resolution and it is therefore easier to differentiate soft tissues which are 

close to each other 146; additionally,  it does not use radiation 120. However, it is 

an expensive technique, so accessibility is limited 101.    

The images obtained in both medical imaging technologies are saved in DICOM 

(Digital Imaging and Communications in Medicine) format. Its main purpose is to 

enable communication of diagnostic and therapeutic information, images and 

associated data of any kind 13,94. 

4.1.2. Design Approach 

After the acquisition data in DICOM format, a process known as segmentation is 

carried out. This entails isolating the area of interest in order to make it easier to 

analyze 106. By determining a threshold value for the area of interest 140, the tissue 

anatomy can be captured. There are both open-source (3DSlicer, Cura) and 

proprietary-software programs (the best known, Materialise Mimics) for use with 

the DICOM.  

When the segmentation has finished, a surface mesh is extracted, as the data 

from voxels (basic units of volumetric representation 96) is converted into a mesh 

composed of a series of triangles 92. Artifacts are found, but they can be 

eradicated manually or by automated algorithms 131.   

Finally, the data is saved in Standard Triangle Language (STL) file format, the 

most common 3D printer software. There are other types such as 3MF (3D 

Manufacturing Format) or AMF (Additive Manufacturing File Format).  

3MF is a relatively new file format developed by the 3MF consortium, in which 

various large and important companies are involved. AMF was introduced in 

2011, as an alternative to STL and it has native support for color, materials, 

lattices and constellations 91,138.  
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4.2. Processing 

 

In terms of surgical planning, this second step is focused on the material selection 

and then printing the 3D physical model. In some application the cell selection is 

necessary. For instance, bioprinting.  

4.2.1. Material Selection  

The central problem in the 3D printing field has been to find materials that are not 

only compatible with biological materials and the printing procedure, but can also 

offer the necessary mechanical and functional properties for tissue constructs. 

There is a huge number of materials that can be used, depending on the 

application, such as: polymers 38, ceramics 154 and metals 15. In addition, it is 

worth noting that, depending on the material, one or another additive 

manufacturing process can be used.  

Although a lot of materials can be used in medicine, natural polymers (alginate 
159, gelatin 160, collagen 157…) or synthetic polymers (polyethylene glycol 116) are 

the most commonly used. On the one hand, natural polymers offer high 

biocompatibility 119 with the tissues, but poor mechanical properties 8. On the 

other hand, synthetic polymers offer better mechanical properties compared with 

the natural polymers mentioned since they are manufactured with specific 

properties,  but their biocompatibility is not so good 99.  

So, in general, taking into account all the ideas mentioned about the polymers, it 

is clear that the ideal biomaterial should include the following characteristics 99: 

 Printability: the need to facilitate handling and deposition by the printer 

which may include viscosity, the method of crosslinking and rheological 

properties 69.  

 Mechanical properties: the biomaterial should match the mechanical 

properties of the organ.  

 Biomimicry: the desired materials should be based on the knowledge of 

the tissue which they will mimic. 

In terms of preoperative surgical planning, polymers are the only material that is 

used in this application: silicones, hydrogels (polyvinyl alcohol, Phytagel, 

polyamide), etc. Additionally, the material should only accomplish the three 

aforementioned characteristics: printability, mechanical properties and 

biomimicry.  

 

4.2.2. Cell Selection  

In preoperative surgical planning, the cell selection is skipped since surgical 

planning prototype does not require any cell. In other applications, like in Polonio-
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Alcalá et al. 111, cells are selected and cultured in 3D printed PLA scaffolds for 

investigating triple-negative breast cancer.  

4.2.3. Printing 

This last step of the process might depend on the application. On the one hand, 

in terms of surgical planning, the materials chosen are 3D printed and the surgical 

planning prototype is manufactured.    

On the other hand, if cells are required, bioinks will be used. Bioinks are 

bioprintable materials with living cells used in 3D bioprinting processes to 

manufacture living tissues and organs layer-by-layer 62. 
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4.3. Post-processing  

4.3.1. Application  

The use of surgical planning prototypes, which are 3D organ physical models, 

used by surgeons for practicing before the operation, ease the surgeons’ work by 

giving them an idea of what they will face during surgery. 

After the surgical planning prototypes have been finally manufactured, 

sometimes it is necessary to do a different post-processing. For example, if PVA 

filaments have been used as support, the prototype is immersed in water and the 

filaments are eliminated. In addition, as mentioned in some examples above, the 

parts printed in SLS need to be colored.  

Finally, a validation is necessary in order to ensure the quality of the For that, 

there are two ways: (1) the validation of the doctors by checking the CT and MRI 

data obtained during the medical imaging step and comparing it with the real 

prototype or; (2) placing the prototype into a CT scanner 2. 
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5. Ethical Issues  

 

When discussing additive manufacturing related to medical applications, there 

are several problems that can arise with respect to the ethical issues. 

The development of additive manufacturing within medicine has brought a lot of 

improvements to the medical field: there is a lot of research focused on producing 

by AM an array of living tissues that should eliminate the need to use living or 

deceased human or animal transplants 139. The creation of not only mimetic, but 

living, 3D-printed human parts could be applied both in preoperative surgical 

planning and in replacing damaged tissue or organs. Sooner or later even the 

creation of complete bodies will be possible. These advances will generate a lot 

of bioethical issues, related to a very relevant topic: “the death of death”. This 

does not only refer to increasing lifespan with new AM parts: might it be possible 

for people to be re-born, by printing the complete body of a dead person? Now, 

with AM, dead bodies can become just another reproducible object, like a 

commodity. These issues are, for the moment, very far removed from present 

medical/ethical problems such as the difficulties derived from cultural 

misconceptions when trying to convince family relatives about donating organs 

for transplantation. 

Nevertheless, as the technology is being developed, it will be necessary to deal 

with it by applying new laws. For instance, the use of high-quality 3D printers 

should be limited to industry, hospitals and academia. Also, the DICOM images 

should only be available to doctors and patients (and on occasion to researchers 

for research purposes). Therefore, new laws and regulation must be made with 

regard to additive manufacturing surgical planning prototypes.  

On the other hand, in order to avoid any issue, there are different laws that may 

have to be updated with respect to the new possibilities of the use of 3D printing 

for reproducing organs. As an example, nowadays not all types of tissues or cells 

could be used for 3D bioprinting or research purposes 122. For instance, in Gilbert 

et al. 52, it is questioned if any biological “ink”  with embryonic stem cells should 

be allowed to be printed.  

All in all, laws will need to encompass all the applications in which AM takes part 

for the correct use of this technology in the future. By this way, AM is being added 

to the ethical issues of the medical field. 

6. Future Perspective 

 

Regarding the future perspective, apart from the necessity of applying and 

regulating new rules and laws about the use of AM in certain fields (explained in 

Section 5); there is still a lot of research to do in other scientific areas. For 
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example, nozzle clogging issues, more complex 3D structures, multi-materials 

3D printing, 4D printing, etc.  

Regarding nozzle clogging issues 38 (a problem related to FFF and DIW AM 

technologies), it is extremely important to look for the optimal parameters for the 

printing precursor, in other words, the materials used. For instance, having proper 

viscosity (as stated previously, each method has its own viscosity parameters). 

The materials should also be homogeneous, as well as providing shear thinning 

properties. All of this should be achieved in order to create stable structures for 

use in the medical field.  

Then, as each improvement in additive manufacturing is implemented, more and 

more advances will be required. Therefore, further in-depth research must be 

carried out to fulfil the future requirements. For example, mimicking perfectly the 

properties of living tissues. It is known that organs are complex structures since 

each tissue has its own specifications. Therefore, research is needed into the 

different materials which could match those features. Until now, some research 
36,48,85,133 has been done with PVA, known as Poly (vinyl alcohol), and PHY 

(Phytagel).  

Therefore, multi-material 3D printing is a future application that should be taken 

into account for mimicking the living tissues 77,78,117. Better properties could be 

achieved by combining materials for some applications, which could also lead to 

obtaining better results in mimicking anisotropic living tissues 72. So, depending 

on the layer, it is necessary to have either a composition of materials in greater 

or lesser proportion, or just one material. On the other hand, voxels will provide 

the opportunity to bring reality to 3D-printed multi-material objects, in this case 

living tissues, based on MRI files 158. Hybrid multi-material 3D printers will be a 

way to manufacture multi-material surgical planning prototypes. For example, in 

a hybrid multi-material 3D printer, two technologies such as FFF and DIW could 

be joined. On the one hand, FFF would be used for thermoplastic filaments such 

as PLA, whereas DIW would be used liquids (mainly silicones and hydrogels). 

And last but not least, 4D printing is starting to bloom. It involves printing multi-

material samples that have the capability to transform over time 136. It could be 

extremely useful for developing different materials which could mimic the living 

tissue even after transplantation, since the body is in continuously changing 87,123. 

An example of this is the modification in the morphology of the organs, and 

consequently, in the properties of the living tissue. So, it is important to fulfil the 

requirement over a long period of time, not only during the transplantation. It must 

be emphasized that if an organ is transplanted during the childhood, it is obvious 

that the materials used for mimicking that tissue need to adapt to these changes.  

7. Conclusions  
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In light of the above, additive manufacturing is generating many changes in the 

medical field. Therefore, it is possible to deal with many typical in medicine, such 

as the lack of medical training for surgeons and knowledge of patients. Different 

AM techniques can be used depending on the parameters of the materials and 

the desired application. 

Before printing the desired piece, it is necessary to follow the process which starts 

with the acquisition of CT and MRI images in DICOM format, as well as the 

posterior design approach using different software to obtain a STL file. It is also 

important to take into account the properties of the materials which could be used.  

As stated above, the surgical planning prototypes are an excellent way to apply 

this process. They give the surgeons the chance to practice before the operation, 

prepare them for the reality of the operation. However, until now, most of the 

prototypes could not achieve a good mimicking due to the limitations of the 

materials: bad printing properties, high hardness, etc.  

They also enable future doctors training in Medical School to have a better idea 

of the human body. Additionally, these 3D physical models are used by the 

doctors for patient education. They show the 3D models to both families and 

patients before the operation. In addition, the knowledge of patients and families 

improves after seeing the model.  

It is clear that these advances will be helpful for society, since the quality of life 

will improve. For example, life expectancy will increase; there will be fewer 

illnesses or faster healing and regeneration, etc. Nonetheless, all of this could 

engender some the ethical issues must be taken into account.   
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